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We think this wine is the perfect Summer time refresher.
Bright notes of lime and kiwi are balanced by 
saline and sea shell minerality. 

To learn more about this wine and producer, 
click here.

https://kermitlynch.com/our-wines/clos-sainte-magdeleine/
https://kermitlynch.com/our-wines/clos-sainte-magdeleine/
https://kermitlynch.com/our-wines/clos-sainte-magdeleine/
https://kermitlynch.com/our-wines/clos-sainte-magdeleine/
https://kermitlynch.com/our-wines/clos-sainte-magdeleine/
https://kermitlynch.com/our-wines/clos-sainte-magdeleine/
https://www.beauneimports.com/producer/moulin-de-gassac/product/picpoul-de-pinet/
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CHATEAU DE JANICON 2020 BORDEAUX BLEND,
GRAVES, FRANCE 

This wine is one of the best values we’ve found
from Bordeaux. Composed of a blend of Cabernet
Sauvignon, Merlot, and Petit Verdot. Notes of
black cherry, violet, and the signature gravel
minerality that gives Graves its name. 

To learn more about this wine, click here. 

http://www.northberkeleyimports.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/JANICON_graves20.pdf
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CHATEAU DE JANICON 2020 BORDEAUX BLEND,
GRAVES, FRANCE 

This wine is one of the best values we’ve found
from Bordeaux. Composed of a blend of Cabernet
Sauvignon, Merlot, and Petit Verdot. Notes of
black cherry, violet, and the signature gravel
minerality that gives Graves its name. 

To learn more about this wine, click here. 

http://www.northberkeleyimports.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/JANICON_graves20.pdf
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DOMAINE LES BASTIDES 2018 “VALÉRIA” 
COTEAUX D’AIX EN PROVENCE, FRANCE 
It is incredibly rare to see a red wine made from
Provence as the region is mostly known for their
Rosés. This Cabernet Sauvignon and Grenache
based blend is only made in exceptional 
vintages and this one is a stunning example. 
Dark berry compote, plum, chocolate. 

To learn more about this wine, click here.CL
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https://vintage59.com/our-portfolio-2/bastides_provence/
https://kermitlynch.com/our-wines/domaine-de-durban/
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SAJE 2020 CHÂTEAUNUEF-DU-PAPE 
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ORS If you’re hosting a BBQ this Summer, the wines from
Southern Rhône should definitely also be on the
menu, especially if it is from the crowned jewel of
the region Châteauneuf-du-Pape. This particular
bottling is made up of around 80% Grenache,
followed by a field blend of the other 12 
permitted varietals from the region. 

To learn more about this wine, click here.
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https://kermitlynch.com/our-wines/domaine-du-gros-nore/
https://vintage59.com/our-portfolio-2/saje_rhone/

